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If you want your children to be brilliant,
read them fairy tales.
If you want them to be geniuses,
read them more fairy tales.

~Albert Einstein ~



What are the benefits of a story?
- imagination

- a source of information

- real life, the “good“ and the “bad“

- listening, concentration, vocabulary, interaction

- repetition, dialogues

- developing executive functions

-Children love stories! *



What is CLIL and what are its
benefits?
- CLIL – content and language intergrated learning

- interests and attitudes

- diversifies methods & forms of classroom teaching

- CLIL ideas increase learner motivation

- fluency in English by using English

- Fluency is more important than accuracy! *



How can we develop the theme?
-Language
-Math
-Science
-Art and craft
-Music
-Movement and physical education









Tasks for children:

-Naming the pictures (concept, pronunciation)

-Clapping the rhythm (number of syllables)

-Distinguishing sounds (initial, middle, final position)

-Listening dictations (spatial orientation, listening skills)

-Categorising (thinking skills, generalization)

-Ordering, sequencing (story reconstruction)

-What‘s missing? (memory) 

-Comparing two pictures (analysing skills)

-Associations (thinking skills)

-Description, riddles (speaking, later writing skills) *









































Do you know how to cut an apple?

Yes, in half, like this.

How many parts do we have?

Two. There are two halves.



Can we divide a banana among three children?

There are three thirds.



We need to divide a pear into four parts.
How can we do that?

First we turn it to see the regular shape.

Then we can cut it in half and once again in half.

We have four fourths.



Look at the beautiful cherries.

How many parts are there?
Five.
How many parts are these two cherries?
Two. They are two fifths.



Is it difficult?
Can you divide now a tomato into sixths?

Yes. It‘s easy, isn‘t it?

























Resources:

Project  Story-Based Learning
(worksheets, cards, ideas)

More info
www.fb.me/storybasedlearning

www.sylviad.cz

sylviad@atlas.cz



Thank you!


